From cube 1 in Fig. lb, u‘{1,11,14,15}* b{7,12,14,15}*d{7,12,
14,151, we can obtain test vectors that sensitise a path
{d,7,12,14,15}. Since a set of test vectors {(a=O, b=l, c=l, d=O,
e=O, f=O, g=O), (a=O, b=l, c=l, d=l, e=1, f=O, g=O)} only sensitises the path {d,7,12,14,15), they can detect the path delay faults
along it.
For cube 3, b{ 7,12,14,15)*c’{2,6,11,14,l 5)*d{6,11,14,15)*d{7,
12,14,15), we can obtain test vectors that sensitise a path
{d,6,11,14,15} or a path {d,7,12,14,15}. However, these test vectors cannot detect the path delay faults along the path
{d,6,11,14,15} or the path {d,7,12,14,15} because they sensitise
more than one path. The path {d,6,11,14,1S} and the path
{d,7,12,14,15)are uiitestable paths.
For cube 4, 6{8,12,14,15)*c’{2,6,11,14,15}*d{6,11,14,15}*e{6,
11,14,15}, we cannot achieve test vectors that detect path delay
faults along the path { d,6,11,14,1S } , because any test vectors that
sensitise the path { d,6,11,14,15} also sensitise another path
{d,7,12,14,15} of cube 3. The paths {d,6,11,14,15} and
{d,7,12,14,15}are untestable.

ENF analysis for reconvergent paths: From the analysis of the
untestable paths in the multi-level circuits, it is observed that
reconvergent paths are sensitised simultaneously.
In the untestable paths with different parity, the output of a
reconvergent gate has a constant value: if it is an AND gate output is always 0; if it is an OR gate output is always 1. The redundancy exists in the output of such a reconvergent gate, and the
redundancy can be detected easily without ENF analysis [l]. However, in the untestable paths with the same parity, no redundancy
exists in the output of their reconvergent gates. These paths can be
detected only with E h F analysis.

Table 1: Comparison in run-time and memory usage
Benchmark
circuits
~

9sym
con1
duke2
rd73
rd53
C432

inslouts

lits
I

7/10
911
712
22129
713
513
3617
41132
60126

1

I

I
I

1

293
516
23
1,775
843
140
372
616
729

1

I

I
1

det. paths
iuntest. oaths
7041782
1,04711,047
212
2,59212,592
8481854
45/45
1.77811.778
2,47512,520
5,63615,746

As described above, in order to detect untestable paths efficiently in a circuit, it is necessary to construct the ENF for the
reconvergent paths with the same parity and to remove the redundancy. If more than one reconvergent path with the same parity
exists, we construct a logic cone for each reconvergent path. In
this process, ENFs are constructed for the logic cones that are not
contained in the others. This containment relationship among
logic cones can be identified through the fan-idfan-out relationship of reconvergent gates for the logic cones. Via the containment
relationship, we can minimise the number of the duplicated cubes
produced by constructing other ENFs.
The ENF expressions for a primary output fl and for a reconvergent gate 14 are shown in Fig. 16 and c, respectively. While the
ENF expression for the primary output consists of six SOP terms;
the ENF expression for reconvergent path consists of only four
SOP terms. The proposed algorithm is described as follows:
Step 1: Identify the reconvergent paths with the same parity.
Step 2: If more than one reconvergent path with the same parity
exists, construct a logic cone for each reconvergent path.
Otherwise, go to Step 4.
Step 3: If the logic cone is contained in other logic cones, neglect it.
Step 4: Construct the ENF for each logic cone.
Step 5: Find and remove untestable paths by analysing the ENF
expression for each path.
Experimental results: In Table 1, we show the experimental results
on MCNC/ISCAS benchmark circuits. The results of the proposed
algorithm (tagged ‘Re-ENF’) are compared to the previous algorithms that construct the ENF for all the primary outputs (tagged
‘PO-ENF‘) in terms of the CPU time and memory usage. Each
circuit is optimised by a standard script (-cad4iblmisIIlliblscript)
for the experiments. By constructing ENFs for reconvergent paths,
CPU time and memory usage are decreased by 42.6 and 41.O%,
respectively.

Conclusions: We have described an efficient algorithm for detecting untestable paths in multi-level circuits. By constructing ENF
only for reconvergent paths, the proposed algorithm detects and
removes untestable paths efficiently.
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The authors present a self-timedadder that uses two Manchester
chains to propagate carries in a two-rail code. With the inclusion
of buffers in the chains, the adder meets the timing conditions
typical of an asynchronous design based in the ‘bundled-data,
bounded-delay’ model and is signifcantly faster than self-timed
adders with restoring logic and similar complexity.
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Introduction: Fully delay-insensitive asynchronous digital systems

tend to be complex. Simpler designs can be achieved using the
'bundled-data, bounded-delay' model [l, 21 illustrated in Fig. la.
Data is processed using combinational self-timed modules with
non-coded data inputs and outputs and control signals I and D,
which, in a 4-phase handshaking protocol, go through alternated
initialisation and evaluation phases as shown in Fig. lb. Data
latching is performed between transitions D and I+,
guaranteeing
that the self-timed modules will have stable data inputs during the
evaluation phase and allowing the overlapping of alternating initialisation-evaluation phases in adjacent self-timed modules.

U
Abar,

Bbar,

...

S,=P,@C,

b

a

c
I

I

1

I

,

H

H

initialisation

evaluation

b

113311
Fig. 1 Architecture of self-timed system based on 'bundled-data,
bounded-delay' model, and module operation of four-phase handshaking
protocol

a Architecture of self-timed system
b Module operation

Self-timed carry propagate adders are attractive because they
combine low complexity and good mean delay if the longest carry
propagation chain is short in average. For uniform operand distributions it is known that the length of the longest carry propagation chain grows logarithmically with the operand length n and is
upper bounded by log, n 1/2 [3].A self-timed carry propagate
adder implemented with DCVSL logic has been described in [2].A
self-timed ALU designed with domino logic appears in [4]. In this
Letter we describe a self-timed adder based on the 'bundled-data,
bounded delay' model which uses two Manchester chains to compute two-rail coded carry signals. Buffers are inserted in the chains
to guarantee timing conditions and reduce delays for long carry
propagation chains.
~

Description and qualitative analysis of the adder: 'The adder has the
iterative structure shown in Fig. 2a. The operands are A,-, ... A.
and
... Bo (from the most to the least significant bit), and the
... Soand the carry output is C,.
carry input is Co.The sum is
PGK modules designed using precharged logic (Fig. 2c) generate
propagation (P, = A, 0 BJ, generation (Gi = A&), kill (4= A',B,)
and negative propagation (Pbar, = P,)signals. Two precharged
Manchester chains realised with n transistors, faster than p transistors, generate positive logic carry signals C,, 1 5 i I n and negative
logic carry signals Cbar,, 1 f i I n. Signal Cbar, is obtained from
COusing a static inverter. The sum bits are obtained using static
XOR gates with two-rail inputs (see Fig. 2b). Standard static
NAND gates generate the stage completion signals D,, 0 I i S n
1, which are combined in an n-input C module to generate signal
D. Following [5], the C module is designed with a two-input C
module fed by NAND and NOR gates with inputs D,, 0 I i i n 1 implemented with Wallace NANDLVOR trees.
For a correct operation the data outputs of the adder have to
reach their values before transition D'. Also, module initialisation
must finish before transition D. We show next that these timing
constraints are satisfied if: i) the delay of the XOR gate is smaller
than the delay of the completion detection circuitry (NAND gates
and n-input C module), and ii) the initialisation time of the PGK
modules (delay between I- and P;, G;, K,-) is smaller than the
delay of the completion detection circuitry. We analyse the four
phases of the handshaking protocol, assuming that at transition
D the precharge of the PGK modules and Manchester chains is
completed, and verify that these conditions are met at the end of
the initialisation phase.
~
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Fig. 2 Iterative structure of adder, design of X O R gates, and design of
PGK modules

I

Vol. 32

a Adder
b XOR gate
c PGK module

D to I+phase: Being I = 0, the PGK modules stay precharged,
independently of the transitions which may occur in the inputs to
the modules (data latching occurs in this phase), and no signal
transition will be propagated through the adder.
I+ to D' phase (evaluation): The data inputs of the adder will be
stable during this phase. I+starts the evaluation of the PGK modules and each of them will raise one of the 1-set exclusive signals
P,, Gt, 4.As these signals are raised, the Manchester chains will
be evaluated, falling for each bit i, 1 I i 5 n one of the signals C,,
Cbar,. Each of these transitions will originate a D,' transition.
Owing to the C module logic, D will raise after the propagation of
all the carry bits with a delay equal to the delay of the completion
detection circuitry. It has to be shown that D+occurs after the latest output transition (C; or latest transition in S,, 0 5 i < n - 1).
occurs after C;, D+ will occur after C;. The latest
Since Dn-,+
transition in S, will not occur before the latest of Pbar;, P,+, C,and Cbar; plus an XOR gate delay. But, since P,' occurs after
Pbar;, and P,' implies either Cz+,or Char,+,-, the latest transition
in the set S,, 0 f i 5 n - 1 will occur no later than the latest transition in the set C;, Cbav;, 1 5 i 5 n plus the delay of an XOR gate,
and timing condition (i) ensures that the latest transition in the set
S,, 0 5 i I n - 1 will occur no later than D'.

D' to I- phase: Data inputs do not change and no signal transition
will be generated.
Phase I- to D (initialisation): Transition I- will initiate the precharge of the PGK modules, and the signals Pbar, at 0 will go to 1
and the signals Pz, G, and Z( at 1 will go to 0. The Manchester
chains will also be precharged. Note that, eventually, all signals P,,
G, and will be 0, isolating all internal nodes of the chain from
ground. There will be transitions D; and a transition D with a
delay from the end of the precharging of the Manchester chains
equal to the delay of the completion detection logic. However,
there is no guarantee at the logic level that all Pbav, will be 1 and
all P,, G,, K, will be 0 at the time of transition D, since, depending
on the strength of the p transistors that precharge the Manchester
chains, the precharges could be completed without the signals
P,, G,, K , going to 0. This is only guaranteed by timing condition
(ii). W
Quantitative analysis and comparison: We made SPICE simulations
for a 32 bit, 1.5 pm CMOS technology implementation of the
adder. Using inputs A = 0, B = max{0, 2L-1}, C, = 0, 1,0 5 L I n,
which produce carry propagation chains of length L we verified
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A single chip, 128 coefficient, asynchronous echo canceller is
presented. Cancellation is performed by an FIR fdter whose
coefficients are adapted using the power-of-two modified LMS
algorithm. The pipehned circuit updates all coefficients and
generates the filtered output every cycle while allowing a sampling
rate >206.5kHz.
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Fig. 3 Delaysfor Manchester adder with buffers and DCVSL adder
DCVSL

-

-0-M

= 16
-0- M = 8
-A- M = 4

that tining condition (ii) was met with the usual 213 overlap rule.
Timing condition (i) was however not met with that rule owing to
the low slopes that the signals C, and Cbar, can have for long
carry propagation chains and the resulting large delay of the XOR
gate. The condition was met after inserting buffers (2 inverters) in
the iniddle of the Manchester chains. Buffer insertion may also
have a beneficial impact on the delay of the adder. We analysed
the delay characteristics of our adder when buffers are inserted
every M = 2, 4, 8, and 16 bits. We also analysed the delay of a 32
bit variation of the DCVSL adder described in [2] with n cut transistors to avoid charge transfer problems. Fig. 3 compares the
delays for the input vectors producing carry propagation chains of
length L and CO= 0 (the delays for CO= 1 are similar and exhibit
the same qualitative behaviour). We do not include the delays for
M = 2, which are very similar to the delays for M = 8. Our adder
with M = 4 has a smaller delay for any L and will be faster than
any of the other adders for any input distribution. This is relevant,
since recent workload characterisations[4] have shown that realistic operand distributions are often far from the uniform distribution. For uniform input distribution the mean delays were 12.59 f
0.40 ns for the DCVSL adder, and 8.42 i: 0.14 ns, 8.26 k 0.12 ns,
8.29 & 0.14 ns, and 8.39 & 0.16 ns for our adder with, respectively,
M = 2, M = 4, M = 8, and M = 16; with a 95% confidence interval in all cases. Without including completion detection logic and
the precharge distribution trees, which are similar for both adders,
and the buffers and inverter generating Cbav, of the Manchester
adder, the Manchester adder has 34 transistors per bit, while the
DCVSL adder has 36 transistors per bit. Thus both adders have
similar complexity. The delay overhead owing to completion
detection was 32% for our adder.
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Introduction: In a communication system echo occurs when the
received signal is coupled onto the desired output signal, this is
owing to transmission line mismatches and reflections off objects.
The frequency response of the echo path is time-varying and environment dependent, thus requiring adaptive filtering for echo cancellation: e.g. consider the two-way communication system shown
in Fig. 1. The primary signals are the received data r(n), desired
transmit data t(n), distorted transmit data d(n), echo y(n), echo
estimate j ( n ) , and outpuderror e(n). The echo y(n) can only be
) the unestimated; therefore, e(n) = t(n) + +), where ~ ( n is
cancelled error. Echo cancellation is performed by adapting the
fdter to minimise e@). This process requires both echo subtraction
and echo signature reestimation. Implementations normally perform these tasks using separate hardware units when working with
a large number of coefficients.
echo path

echo canceller

, : j 1 1 FJI
signature
echo

coefficients
h(n)

I

I

L---

---a

I.

!

to external
connection

canceller
echo

I coefficients
R(n)

-. ----------,

received

The LMS algorithm is a gradient descent algorithm for estimating the echo signature [6]. The original LMS algorithm suffers
from either long processing delay or high hardware requirements
- hence, the need for separate processors in most implementations. In the implementation presented here, the order of computation in the LMS algorithm was modified in order to achieve an
efficient, single-processor implementation.
Synchronous against asynchronous design: In synchronous design, a
clock is used to control the circuit, and its speed is governed by
the longest path in any combinational logic block (CLB). Most
systems today process data in a pipeline which is broken into
stages consisting of register-CLB pairs. As CLB delays decrease,
clock frequencies can increase. However, owing to design issues
such as clock distribution and skew, the maximum possible clock
frequencies are not being achieved in practice.
Asynchronous design ehminates clock skew and distribution
problems by using a local handshaking protocol instead of a
clock. The normal flow of an asynchronous system includes (i)
presentation of valid data, (ii) request line activation, and (iii)
acknowledge line activation when data has been latched. Sutherland has shown that synchronously pipelined circuits can also be
asynchronously pipelined. Furthermore, the resulting asynchronously pipelined circuit can have lower latency [5].
Implementation: Conventional, LMS echo cancellers are governed

by
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